






Abstract 

The article deals with the introduction and Literary contribution of

one of the prolific  representative woman writer of her age Khatoon

Akram (1900-1924). She was married to Rashid ul Khairi's son and

author Raziq ul Khairi.Though she died at an early age, her work

deals with almost all of the issues women of Sub Contitnent were

facing at that time.                                                                               

Considered as versatile writer by same of  the famous critics, her

writings captured the attention of the readers and critics. She is one

of there that women writers who paved the way for Urdu short

stories and essays.                                                                                                             

The article concludes that despite appreciation and admiration by

writers like Munshi Prem Chand,Sajad Haider Yaldrum, Rashid ul

Khari, Aziz Lakhnavi and many others proper acknowledegment

and attention was not given to her in urdu feminine Literature.                           
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